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Mr Gary Owens wrote the collated article and broke down the technology, we used
every available source over the internet to collate and compile every piece of
information out there that was needed to break down the technology, we have listed
the sources of information at the bottom, if anyone’s been left out let us know and we
will amend.

Targeted Individuals & Gang Stalking

This Text Describes The Information and Background To:
Targeted Individuals, Mason Gang Stalking, RFID Implants (Radio Frequency
Identification Device, RFID), Targeted Individuals, Microwave Surveillance, Mind
Control, Electronic Gang Stalking, Bio Surveillance with Implants, Voice to Skull
Technology, Remote Neural Monitoring, Electronic Harassment.
Mind Control and RFID Implants:
What is Mind Control, Electronic Torture? The term
Mind control basically means covert attempts to
influence the thoughts and behaviour of human
beings against their will (or without their
knowledge), particularly when surveillance of an
individual is used as an integral part of such
influencing and Electronic Torture, psychological and
electronic harassment.
I will say at this point from my own extensive
research into the human psych including
experiments on hypnotism and other forms of
control. Not once was it ever possible to make a
person do something that they would not normally do in there everyday life. This has been confirmed
over and over. So when I hear Dr Barrie Trower MI6 and others say they can get a person to do
anything under the control of microwave auditory effect, this would also include RFID Implants that
run the same decoding circuits, I have to be sceptical. My reasons for this are simple, I have been
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attacked and tortured in an attempt to make me react, and often you do want to react, but your
common sense takes over and you dont react.
So when I hear people saying for example the guy who recently killed the policeman in London
outside parliament. I find it hard to swallow and I know the technology inside out. In my opinion this
could only be achieved by selecting the person initially knowing they are pre disposed to this sort of
action in their normal life. So the security services look for people who are violent by nature and then

manipulate them into a situation they cant get out of, this would be the only way.
I have every reason to go after the UK and Spanish authorities, and I may well decide as a human
being that im going to destroy them openly in public. But it wont be because I was told to, its
because I want to, because what they have done to me.
I will hold this right to retaliate up front in the coming months and you may well see me on the news
taking these fuckers down hard and in public. But it wont be mind control, it will be human dignity in
that I wont live on a planted where the security services can attack innocent people with no evidence
and reason other than they are corrupt bastards that need removing from Society. Personally I will
most likely choose to take them out publicly, just because I dont agree with the governments security
services and Drug Mafias that are behind the implementation and control of the gang stalking.
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Its wrong and im going to stop it what ever it takes! If you want to sit there and let these clowns ruin
your life thats up to you, but at the right moment I am going to take them all out!
Dont be like the Jewish nation and go quietly into the rail cars, fight to the death to destroy them,
thats what they dont want and cant handle, dont be worried about law and order or justice, there is
none! The only justice you will get in this world is if you take it, I have been right through the UK and
Spanish justice system and its corrupt from the top to the bottom, so dont hold out any false hope
that these people will see sense, they wont, the only way to stop a bully is to kick their fucking head
in, and thats whats needed with gangstalkers, everything else has been tried and they control it.

Its the only thing a bully understands and that includes the security services, if we smashed up their
headquarters and destroyed there houses, do you think they would still be gangstalking, they would
be running because by nature a bully is a coward! These people are cowards, HURT THEM!
Any way you can, the time for peace is over regarding this despicable group of criminals. Anyway I
digress back to the info...

This is actually a very sophisticated form of remote technological torture that slowly invalidates and
incapacitates a person. These invisible and difficult-traceable technological assaults on human beings
are done in order to destroy someone psychologically and physiologically.
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The human body, much like a computer, contains a myriad of data processors. They include, but are
not limited to, the Piezo-Electric chemical/electrical activity of the brain, heart, and peripheral
nervous system, the signals sent from the cortex region of the brain to other parts of our body, the
tiny hair cells in the inner ear that process auditory signals, and the light-sensitive retina and cornea
of the eye that process visual activity.
We are on the threshold of an era in which these data
processors of the human body are being manipulated
or debilitated.
Examples of unplanned attacks on the bodys dataprocessing capability are well-documented. An entirely
new arsenal of weapons, based on devices designed
to introduce subliminal messages or to alter the bodys
psychological and data-processing capabilities, might
be used to incapacitate individuals. These weapons
aim to control or alter the psyche, or to attack the
various sensory and data-processing systems of the
human organism. In both cases, the goal is to
confuse or destroy the signals that normally keep the
body in equilibrium.
Definition of Psycho-electronic (psycho-physical)
weapons, this is the totality of all possible methods and means (techno-genic, suggestive,
pharmacological, paranormal, complexes, and others) of hidden, forced influences on the psyche of a
person for the purpose of modifying his consciousness, behaviour and health for what is desired in
the way of influencing aspects of control. So in simpler terms this means if you believe in God they
use voice of god or try and convince you the demons are coming etc, if you believe in aliens they
convince you aliens are here etc, the difficulty they face is that a small percentage of people can not
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be conditioned in this way, for example you dont believe in anything except what you can prove. In
my opinion this is why so many scientists and artists/musicians are targets, because they fall outside
the scope of normal people.
Its clear that worldwide they are attacking the
smartest free independent thinkers to try and control
all the population. Its a futile exercise that will end in
all governments death and a change for good in the
world, as the population wakes up to whats been
done, and retaliates, so all good there!
This is not only dangerous, this is deadly! Actually,
the goal of mind control is to access those areas of
the brain that are outside of the conscious control of
the individual by circumventing the normal inhibiting
response of the cerebral cortex: an individuals
voluntary conscious self-control must be bypassed or
short-circuited.
This unconscious coercion is done through electromagnetic-wave bombardment of the brain,
bombarding the brain with radio frequency waves. These airborne waves can travel over distances
and are known to change the behaviour of animals and humans in their path. Check out the
keywords Brain Entrainment. Such remote control makes possible potentially frightening uses for
altering the brains functioning.
These people all have to go to have peace in the world along with the fraternities.
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This is the true nature of the Masonic Royal Family
These are invisible and deadly waves. This wave goes directly to the subconscious parts of the human
brain for receiving or transcoding the messages and without the person exposed to such influence or
having a chance to control the information input consciously.
This can alter a persons thoughts, emotions, and behaviour. To achieve truly lasting mind control
requires the creation of profound and deep emotional states.
Recommended are fear, shock and anxiety, which have an intense dis-inhibitive effect on the human
brain. What this means, in essence, is that emotional trauma facilitates the accessing of dissociative
states. They try to make you do things you would not normaly.
In order to disable the brains cortical block, Verdier recommends alcohol, euphoric drugs, isolation,
solitary confinement, and the most dramatic and in the brainwashing arsenal, hypnosis. All of these
are methods that have been extensively
tested by the CIA under the rubric of the MKULTRA Program. The program began in the
early 1950s, officially sanctioned in 1953,
was reduced in scope in 1964, further
curtailed in 1967 and officially halted in
1973.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKUltra
Interestingly Dr Barrie Trower an MI6 Whistle Blower, claims that he
started Microwave Mind Control in 1969, working for MI6 De briefing
cold war spies, so as it supposedly ended in the USA it started in the UK.
https://www.facebook.com/BarrieTrower
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z99_SzoXZdY
The technology is rooted in surveillance devices, such as audio and
video bugs, through-the-wall, remote sensing devices, and bio sensors
both remote and implanted. This provides the feedback for the influencing, as well as any
entertainment value for voyeur/sadists and intellectual property theft for thieves.
Coupled with the surveillance is a feedback path for influencing an individual. Thus there are several
categories of mind control operations, for example covert drugging, hypnosis and trauma
conditioning, one-shot EM-type brain blasting, short-term mind traumas, and ongoing feedback
control set ups for long-term torture and exploitation of victims.
What they have in common is the attack against the mind
of the victim, as well as the deniable and denied nature of
the attack. These techniques do not just violate one or two
of what everyone knows are fundamental human rights: In
one foul swoop they violate almost every fundamental
human right a person has.
The electromagnetic technology works on the theory that
the mind and body are an electromagnetically mediated
biophysics system and the electromagnetic signals are
formed naturally. Outside sources can mimic the mind and
bodys electromagnetic signals and therefore a weapon can
be developed based on these principles.
There is evidence that since the 1950’s the U.S. and other
government have been developing electromagnetic
weapons which can remotely target the electromagnetic system of the human body for military and
intelligence purposes.
The First phase is the harassment/surveillance program; during the first phase of this government
program a person is broken physically and mentally. The methods used are typical CIA and FBI tactics
like Cointelpro tactics. http://vault.fbi.gov/cointel-pro
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COINTELPRO
They use Echelon, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECHELON ,
Tempest, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tempest_%28codename%29 ,
microchips, implants, see through wall radar, obtain informants, neighbours, and co-conspirators to
harass, discredit, and harm an individual. Victims lose their families, jobs, homes, and cars. Ultimate
goal to destroy a person’s life which will isolate them from family, friends. The isolation is needed to
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have access to the person to conduct many of the experiments on them. All privacy and constitutional
rights are thus stripped away.

The second phase is the assaults of Directed Energy Weapons. After a victim becomes isolated from
everyone in the world. The victim now having feelings of regret, remorse, of loss, trauma, and are
drained and broken emotionally and physically. During this time many have been implanted with
microchips. Many begin experiencing extreme pain to their head. Some hear voices. Then pain is
delivered to various other parts of their bodies. The pain is delivered by Directed Energy Weapons.
No one sees anyone around them causing the pain and
no one is touching them. It is an invisible energy force.
Along with drugs being administered by the scientist
through either a drip system which! has been inserted
into an individual, food tampering, or injection all without
the victims permission. Then Mind Entrainment begins.
Directed Energy Weapons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directed-energy_weapon
http://targeted-individuals.co.uk/energy_weapons.html
http://targeted-individuals.co.uk/v2k_voice_to_skull.html

Some of the weapons were known as non-lethal weapons.
They use such weapons as extremely low frequency Elf
electromagnetic weapons (which has been used in mind
control), acoustics, harmonics (which have been used as a
mind control technique), ultrasound, microwave audiograms,
microwave pulsed, and radio frequency.
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Another electromagnetic energy beam can be used to induce considerable agitation and muscular
activity or induce muscular weakness and lethargy this weapon is know as Ultra High Frequency EM.
Psychological warfare tactics are being used against unsuspecting citizens to destroy their jobs, their
families and their lives. The perpetrators will stop at nothing. Their objective is to utterly destroy a
person, very often resulting in a person taking his or her own life, or ending up in a mental hospital.
This has been taking place for years and nothing is ever said about it. Nothing is ever written about
it. For the sake of those who came before us, and those who come after us, the world needs to know
what is happening.
For many people, this comes out of nowhere. They dont know whose toes they stepped on in order
to warrant such a brutal attack. For others who are whistleblowers, they know full well how they
garnered such attention. For some, they dont even realize that they are the targets of an
orchestrated attack to destroy their lives. Some of it can be so subtle that it is difficult to tell. But for
others, the attacks can be blatant and obvious, leaving no doubt that something unspeakable and
devastating is happening.
What makes this crime so heinous is
that
the
most
sophisticated
techniques of psychological warfare
are employed against a person in
order to make them look like they are
crazy.
Friends and family members dont
believe the things that are happening
and often believe the targeted person
is crazy. This whole exercise is a
criminal & terrorist activity.
One aspect deals with the gang
stalking part of it, which targets
experience to varying degrees. This
involves stalking by a multitude of
individuals both on foot and while you
are in the car. Known as street
theatre by those who experience it
and started by the free Masons, it
involves vandalism to house, car and
personal property.
Gang stalking can also be referred to
as cause stalking, vengeance stalking
and multi-stalking.
http://fightgangstalking.com/
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Some people also experience electronic harassment.
This is extremely distressing, painful and invasive, and feels like ones mind and body is undergoing
constant rape, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The technology used to do this is just becoming
known, hundreds of victims report the same physical sensations and experiences.
(Please see the TIA reports on these weapons on the website. www.targeted-individuals.co.uk)
Many take their lives in an attempt to escape the horror. It is so distressing that only fellow targets
can really understand what another target is experiencing. In either case, the attacks are so well
orchestrated that only the victim is aware of them.
This is intentional, and it appears that these groups have perfected these techniques over many
years. I have been Gang Stalked by Masons and Drug Mafia for 30 years for doing the right thing.
Mistakes are rarely made, and clearly the perpetrators are successful at what they do, since new
targets are completely bewildered as to what is happening to them, having never heard a peep out of
the media about such occurrences. Its clearly orchestrated through the security services using
fraternities that they control to help with the stalking, Drug Mafia, Masons, Lions Clubs, Round Table
etc they are all involved, and get local clowns and idiots to believe them.
Their actions are based on many of the
same tactics as those employed in ritual
abuse, and are designed to weaken the
target’s mind and perpetrators are
becoming increasingly addicted to this
game of predator/prey, always needing
more targets to satisfy their unending thirst
for a thrill.
Electronic harassment or e-harassment is a
catch-all term used to describe a group of
circumstances which a large number of
people are currently experiencing in common. In general, this term refers to the use of electronic
technology to view, track and/or harass a person from a distance. Whether this is done by satellite,
land based systems or locally by neighbours or local organisations as is the case with me.
There is proof that would allow any of the present victims to launch a court case appearing now, but
the numbers of victims and the commonality of experience speaks for itself. The technology involves
the use of electromagnetic waves of various frequencies to achieve different results. Some
frequencies will make a person tired, while others may cause confusion or memory loss. With the
rapid increase in cell phone usage, many experiments have been conducted on the detrimental
effects of those particular frequencies on animals. The results indicate that the invisible EM signals
from cell towers can cause a wide range of physical ailments.
http://www.electricsense.com/
If that is the case with the relatively narrow range
of cell phone frequencies, it is even more likely the
case with the frequencies which may be used to
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cause direct, intentional harm to a person. Electronic harassment has become the main part of Gang
Stalking done by the Security Services the Drug Mafia and the Masons.
Types of Weapons: Electromagnetic Weapons:
Microwave Weapons, Non-Lethal Weapons, ELF (Extremely Low Frequency) Weapons, Directed
Energy Weapons, Acoustic Weapons, RF (Radio Frequency) Weapons, Soft Kill Weapons, Less-ThanLethal Weapons.
But the truth is, as I have found out from research that the equipment they use has a lethal long
term usage effect on the victim, it is in fact a slow kill program and murder against all that oppose
the Mason scum bag take over of our democracies, the security services being part of the Mason
Private Army against the civilian population. The Masons control the drug trade worldwide and so
control all the leaders of the drug mafias and thats how they get them involved.

Targeted Individuals: Monarch: The New Phoenix Program By Marshall Thomas
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I have added this section to the report because of its incredible information relating to Targeted
Individuals.
Since government-backed electronic harassment and control is classified at the highest levels in all
technologically capable governments, the description of effects is taken from the personal
experiences of the 2,000 or so known gang stalked with electronic harassment targets. The
experimentees without exception report that once the harassment begins, in virtually all cases it
continues for life. It continues in every city, state, and country the target moves to. It continues in
prisons and hospitals, even when the target is dying of cancer.
Many targets are young seniors, some in their 70s and 80s. Some have children and the children are
often subjected to the same testing as their parent(s). Pets are not only tortured, but even killed,
painfully and violently.
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The effects pattern:
- All harassment consists of unique, carefully engineered-improvable events to produce psychological
stress in the victim. There are no events which do not fit that apparent purpose.
- In every series of stress event type, ONE introductory event of very high energy/effect is staged.
The obvious purpose is to be certain the victim KNOWS this is external harassment, and not just bad
luck. From that time forward, the perpetrators appear to apply Pavlov an training so that they can get
the victim to jump (or react in some way) to the same effect at a tiny fraction of the initial
introductory event.
- This type of harassment started during the Cold War, and shows every characteristic of military and
intelligence psychological warfare operations.
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- This type of harassment points to CONTROL
of the test subject. Endlessly repeated words
generated inescapably within the skull are
just one hypnosis-like experience.
- The total number and type of crimes, which
make up gang stalking and electronic
harassment simply could not take place
without cover being supplied by government.
Bizarre court decisions in which the target is
forced into involuntary mental health
treatment and a criminal spouse (for
example, a pedophile father discovered doing
his own child) clearly show that gang stalking
and electronic harassment are heavily
protected by all levels of government and the
medical establishment.
Here is a list of most of the common effects. It is not exhaustive, but is intended to show the reader
how the perpetrators palette of stress effects is broken down. Indent levels are used to show
categories and sub-categories:
1. Invasive At-a-Distance Body Effects (including mind)
a. Sleep deprivation and fatigue
i. Silent but instantaneous application of electronic caffeine signal, forces awake and keeps awake
ii. Loud noise from neighbors, often SYNCHRONIZED to attempts to fall asleep
iii.Precision-to-the-second allowed sleep and forced awakening; far too precise and repeated to be
natural.
iv. Daytime fatigue attacks, can force the victim to sleep and/or weaken the muscles to the point of
collapse.
b. Audible Voice to Skull (V2S)
i. Delivered remotely, at a distance
ii. Made to appear as emanating from thin air
iii.Voices or sound effects only the victim can hear
c. Inaudible Voice to Skull (Silent Sound)
i. Delivered at a distance by radio signal; manifested by sudden urges to do something/go
somewhere you would not otherwise want to; silent (ultrasonic) hypnosis is possible.
ii. Programming hypnotic triggers i.e. specific phrases or other cues which cause specific involuntary
actions.
d. Violent muscle triggering (flailing of limbs)
i. Leg or arm jerks to violently force awake and keep awake
ii. Whole body jerks, as if body had been hit by large jolt of electricity
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iii.Violent shaking of body; seemingly as if on a vibrating surface but where surface is in reality not
vibrating.
e. Precision manipulation of body parts (slow, specific purpose)
i. Manipulation of hands, forced to synchronize with closed-eyes but FULLY AWAKE vision of previous
day; very powerful and coercive, not a dream.
ii. Slow bending almost 90 degrees BACKWARDS of one toe at a time or one finger at a time
iii.Direct at-a-distance control of breathing and vocal cords; including involuntary speech
iv. Spot blanking of memory, more than normal forgetfulness
f. Reading said-silently-to-self thoughts
i. Engineered skits where your thoughts are spoken to you by strangers on street or events requiring
knowledge of what you were thinking.
ii. Real time reading subvocalized words, as while the victim reads a book, and BROADCASTING those
words to nearby people who form an amazed audience around the victim.
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g. Direct application of pain to body parts
i. Hot-needles-deep-in-flesh sensation
ii. Electric shocks (no wires whatsoever applied)
iii.Powerful and unquenchable itching, often applied precisely when victim attempts to do something
of a delicate or messy nature
iv. Artificial fever, sudden, no illness present
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v. Sudden racing heartbeat, relaxed situation
h. Surveillance and tracking
i. Rapping under your feet as you move about your apartment, on ceiling of apartment below
ii. Through wall radar used to monitor starting and stopping of your urination - water below turned on
and off in sync with your urine stream.

2. Invasive Physical Effects at a Distance, non-body
a. Stoppage of power to appliances (temporary, breaker ON)
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b. Manipulation of appliance settings
c. Temporary failures that fix themselves
d. Flinging of objects, including non-metallic
e. Precision manipulation of switches and controls
f. Forced, obviously premature failure of appliance or parts

3. External Stress-Generating Skits
a. Participation of strangers, neighbours, and in some cases close friends and family members in
harassment.
i. Rudeness for no cause
ii. Tradesmen always have problems, block your car, etc.
iii.Purchases delayed, spoiled, or lost at a high rate
iv. Unusually loud music, noise, far beyond normal
b. Break-ins/sabotage at home
i. Shredding of clothing
ii. Destruction of furniture
iii.Petty theft
iv. Engineered failures of utilities
c. Sabotage at work
i. Repetitive damage to furniture
ii. Deletion/corruption of computer files
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iii.Planting viruses which could not have come from your computer usage pattern
iv. Delivered goods delayed, spoiled, or lost at a high rate
v. Spreading of rumors, sabotage to your working reputation
vi. Direct sabotage and theft of completed work; tradesmen often involved and showing obvious
pleasure.

Targeted Individuals End Game: The Plan
A new Phoenix program has molded the use of exotic technologies and turned them on enemies of
the hard right, foreign and domestic. The maturation of silent kill and soft kill technologies has been
mated to a Cointelpro style program being used against domestic dissidents.
What began with Paperclip scientists and LSD has evolved over time, perfecting the art of sexual
blackmail and targeting strategic targets within the government, military, industry and science,
exactly as Estabrooks envisioned his infiltration program of a foreign power using hypnosis. Where
once the laboratory was the venue of crime, now using non-lethal weapons, MKULTRA type
experiments take place on US citizens within the community, in their own homes.
Terminal experiments are now conducted using remote means with non-ionizing microwave weapons
developed for the battlefield as anti-personnel weapons, used against potential threats with a
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mentality that views the loyal opposition as the enemy tantamount to a Communist insurgency that
must be defeated using counterinsurgency warfare.
US citizens that are subject to enrolment in this terminal experiment come from varied backgrounds,
some have been targets of mind control and Satanic Ritual Abuse since the age of three or earlier,
while others enter the looking glass in middle age.

The type of human experimental subject chosen resembles a molding of the criterion for MKULTRA in
the lab, the Cointelpro program, and the Phoenix program. American society-the world is undergoing
a counterinsurgency using weapons designed by DOD labs like Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos
that were supposed to be turned against our implacable enemies.
The world of compartmentalization and black budgets of unlimited funds has given birth to Dr.
Delgados vision of a world of individuals that can be influenced, even shaped without their
knowledge. Just as Eshelon vacuum up millions of
communication signals of phones and faxes, now
supercomputers and satellites sift through the
spectrum (10-20 Hz) of 6.5 billion brain waves.
The Malech patent device coupled with PROMIS
AI software running on super computers allows
the NSA to interpret and interact with the stream
of consciousness of targeted individuals.
Computing power is the only hurdle for these high
tech satellites to clear that would allow them to
interact with all sentient life forms simultaneously.
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PROMIS software and artificial intelligence coupled to non-lethal weapons technology have combined
to influence the course of human events in unforeseeable ways. Once identified as hostile or a
potential threat, these targets can be influenced passively without their knowledge. If a target
becomes resistant to influence or is deemed suitable for overt targeting their entry into the MHS
program (Monarch Hits the Streets) is begun as an overt assault.
Most targeted individuals enter the program due to similar factors, family connections to SRA cults or
the intelligence community, political activism, Americans who live in foreign countries and go native
whistleblowers within government and industry, prisoners, mental patients, orphans and scientists
with important technology that can support or threaten the program.
Some people are targeted out of convenience, since private armies need motivation and training,
often people are chosen merely as target practice. MHS began its inception during the Reagan
administration and has mushroomed into a game involving literally millions of individuals who are told
that the target is a bad element in society, the groups are told a lie that they will respond to most
readily, for example…A church group may be told that the Target is a pedophile, an abortion doctor, a
political radical, a terrorist and a national security threat, a racist.

Whatever story motivates the network is the lie that is told. There is an element of eugenics,
targeting those who are viewed as a drain on society, what the Nazis termed empty eaters. Many
targets are the disabled who are unable to work. Another aspect of the program is Revenge
Incorporated, angry ex-spouses or business partners may enroll someone they wish to have revenge
over, for a price.
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In a twist of life imitating art, targets are often broadcast on closed circuit television, radio, or on the
internet in personal situations in their homes, much like a TV reality show. The target is portrayed in
the worst light possible to amuse the paying audience, personal conversations and habits as well as
internal thoughts and imagery are spread among the groups who use this inside knowledge to harass
the target in public and provoke shame, outbursts of anger and confrontation.
Targets are prompted by the remote technology to speak on sensitive topics or in a manner that will
offend and motivate these private groups to participate. Most people who are viewing the target are
not quite sure what they are watching, while others are sadistic enough not to care. The person who
is targeted may feel at times they are being played with, while other times to the victim it seems like
the microwave assault is trying to kill them.
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Make no mistake the objective is to incarcerate the victim into a mental facility, penal institution, or to
force a suicide. Occasionally a target is murdered, generally in kind of a sweepstakes like game that
usually happens around a full moon.
These networks operate everywhere in virtually every country, so any target that tries to flee will only
find themselves targeted elsewhere. Anyone who attempts to help a target or reveal the hidden
aspects of the program will themselves become a target. Perfecting the psychology of control is also
an important goal of MHS.
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Psychologists, much like BISCUIT teams, are employed to tailor programs to the individual that will
exploit their personal or ethnic weaknesses. Psychology classifies about 34 distinct personality types
and learning how to control a certain type of individual can be applied to similar personality types or
cultures in future operations. The ultimate goal is one of worldwide control along the lines of an
Orwellian state where 1% of the population
controls 15%, which in turn controls the
remaining 84%. The paradigm of using groups
that front for the intelligence services to squash
internal dissent is foreign to most Americans but
is in fact quite common.
In Cuba a dissident writer may have a crowd
assemble outside their home and chant slogans
at them in an operation known as a Contra.
Plain clothes police will typically emerge from
the mob, drag them into the street and beat
them and they might be officially arrested a few
days later.
HAARP may in fact allow this technique to be a
thing of the past when ELF broadcast around 10
Hz interacts successfully with the 34 different
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personality types, backed up by sufficient computing power. A controlled world society will no longer
need guns, tanks, or planes to fight wars, a one-world government run by the technological elite will
shape the minds of the masses for a thousand years.
Whether THE PLAN is a function of the CIA and military intelligence or if it is some type of Mason
group is not terribly important, and without proof is a matter of conjecture. The Nazis came to power
through an infiltration operation of the Weimer Republic, first militias were formed, then the members
infiltrated the military, and finally the police forces. Exactly the same as the Masons have done now
with the CIA, NSA, MI5 and MI6 to name a few!
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Once the police were compromised from within, German society had reached the point of no turning
back on the road to self-annihilation and the destruction of Europe and 50 million people. Americas
turn has come to attempt a hostile takeover of the world, now the most technologically advanced
society as was Germany, she is being used as a vehicle to enslave the free will of Mankind in a
technological dictatorship of the mind.
Once in place, it is doubtful that it will be dislodged or destroyed from within and there will be no
state or group of states that are strong enough to overcome this new generation of speed of light
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weaponry that will be brought to bear. NSA satellites that represent the pinnacle of mind control
technology have been placed in abnormally distant orbits, perhaps as far distant as the Lagrange
Points, so far out of Earth orbit that they are for all practical purposes untouchable.
Extreme magnetic disturbances may be capable of damaging or dislodging them but these events are
uncommon. The average life span of a standard communications satellite is over 20 years. The Plan
to take over the world using these exotic weapons has been progressing for several generations, and
appears to have sprung from the ashes of defeated Nazi Germany at the end of WWII.

Mind control techniques were aggressively pursued in the concentration camps and perfected and
brought to the US under MKULTRA. Paperclip scientists have been at the forefront of research into EM
weapons and their application towards mind control. Americans who participated at this level are
often members of closed systems such as the Masons, as well as conservative hard right ideologies,
but not exclusively.
The inclusion of intelligence services from most industrialized nations into participation in targeting
people who flee to other countries reveals a network that is capable of exerting influence in nearly
every society. The philosophy behind The Plan is both Hegelian and Gramtian, that is people are
viewed as inanimate objects of little inherent value other than what they can do to advance the aims
of the state, and the strategy of gradualism, slowly turning up the heat on an unsuspecting world so
that when people finally are aware of efforts to
mold society it is too late to do anything about
it.
At a distance one is forced to simply refer to it
as Fascist. The production of traumatized
children on such a mass scale in just the US
alone leads one to conclude that Dr. Estabrooks
infiltration campaign using mind control to take
over a hostile nation, is in fact being applied to
the world as a whole.
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The methodology of how to impose an Orwellian world state using mind control is a point of
conjecture. A careful examination of the CIA and military intelligence psychological warfare
campaigns leads one to believe that it will take the form of a destabilization campaign, that is a series
of events that are designed to instil panic in the general population and psychological trauma that
lead to a psychological collapse or capitulation of the will to resist. Like an Alien invasion as the CIA
have been planning for 30 years, with the view to terrify the population and cause them all to stick
together as one unit.
Bernal Diaz wrote a compelling history of the conquest of Mexico when in 1523 some 400 heavily
armed men with superior weapons technology fought, defeated, and enslaved a civilization of 20
million people. The keys to their victory lay in superior weapons and confusion over whether the
mounted soldiers were in fact human, but they did not triumph completely until small pox decimated
the Aztec ranks.

Superior weapons, blurring the lines of reality as to who or what one is fighting, and biological
warfare were the factors that are most striking. The development in secrecy of a new RMA
(revolution in military affairs) has the ability to turn the world upside down by itself.
Psychological warfare and destabilization campaigns are the forte of the CIA and military intelligence,
blurring the lines of what is real and
what is not, is their speciality. Finally,
the emphasis of current programs on
biological warfare that verges on an
obsession is glaringly obvious.
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A quick examination of biological warfare in terms of the plague or the Black Death shows that any
society that loses 50% or more of its population experiences a psychological collapse and a
conversion to a new religion. In any mass plague event this chain of events is repeated, societies fall
apart, flee, and throw down their old gods who did not protect them and take up new gods that offer
psychological reinforcement and comfort.
Taking these factors into account, as well as past behaviours by the minds behind The Plan, it is fairly
easy to postulate a scenario that would work well.
A series of catastrophic events, perhaps a nuclear event followed by a biological warfare attack that
causes tremendous loss of life will prepare the minds of men by instilling trauma and thus
vulnerability and suggestibility into every human heart. The attack of a superior armed force that may
or may not be human, such is the power of their weaponry that nothing, not missiles, tanks, or
anything known will stop them on the field of battle.
This is exactly what the new revolution in military affairs
(RMA) in speed of light weapons is, a force that will
overcome all known battlefield technology. The psychological
intimidation would be heightened if, like the Aztecs, the
creatures you were fighting against might not be of this
Earth. The alien abduction and alien invasion psychological
warfare campaign is the longest ongoing such operation in
history, beginning after WWII, and continuing to this day.
The use of ELF (extremely low frequency) technology will
give the final boost to capitulate, when those over matched
fighters still in the field hear the voice of the alien invaders
speaking directly into their minds, a message broadcast over
the entire planet. Though this scenario may seem
outlandish, it is no more so then the psy-op campaigns that
are ongoing today, or the stories spread by the CIA cut out religions such as Scientology.
All the tools for this operation are now in place or very nearly so, the RMA of speed of light weapons
and ELF synthetic telepathy, the production of small pox and chimera viruses that human populations
have no natural defence against, as well as the psychology of doubt surrounding the idea of hostile
aliens who visit Earth.
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Popular culture is now swamped with books, television shows, and movies that reinforce and
normalize the concept of hostile alien races with designs on the Earth. The only thing lacking is the
sheer audacity and psychopathic mentality to put these events into action. A careful study of the
personalities responsible for mind control crimes against humanity that populate the CIA and military
intelligence communities will dispel any doubt that these people are perfectly capable of
implementing such a PLAN.
The book, Trance Formation of America, written by a recovered mind control subject, contain her
memories of being used by CIA director Bill Casey as a human carrier pidgeon. The subject is put into
hypnotic trance, given a message by Casey, and sent to deliver the cryptic words to the leaders of the
Dominican Republic and Haiti.
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The following subject matter may be what is
referred to as a honey pot, that is, the truth
mixed with lies in order to ensnare the
unwary in order to discredit them. I make
no judgement about the truth or falsehood
of the following excepts, instead I include it
in an effort to reveal the mentality and
themes that run throughout mind control
operations, namely hypnotic couriers, drug
smuggling, sexual slavery, manipulations of
belief systems, and an apocalyptic emphasis
on biological warfare.
In an area reserved for covert activities, out
of view of tourists, I met with General
Cedras in his Citadel office. I had seen him
at a monastery in Santo Domingo as
ordered before, when Haiti was still being
used by the CIA for Operation Watchtower
to transport cocaine and Contra weapons
from Cuba.

So what’s the next step?

All governments are planning big and all are
using the system against their own citizens,
this is a crime and allows the citizens to
take action, if there is no law and order and
no justice there will of course be anarchy.
The aim at the TIA is to head this off and force governments and security services to come clean and
pay up to the Targeted People.
In the short term the Targeted Individuals Association will be making a device that blocks the signals,
we know two ways to do this already, one is using a frequency broadcast jammer, the other is using a
counter system that totally negates the incoming signal, depending on which version of
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Implanted/V2k is being used on you. We understand already how to build these devices and will
publish the info or make the device available soon as we have it.
We need to be able to block the signal because in the near future, what is currently being used as a
torture to Targeted Individuals will become a commonplace synthetic telepathy system like our
current phone system, and from what I have learnt through the science of the Neurophone its more
than likely that it will have visual and well as sound. The Neurophone circuits can be, and are used, in
RFID Implants and Microwave Auditory Effect.
The use of the RFID Implants and V2k Voice to Skull device without the permission of the person
means its being used on us illegally. We must enforce the discloser of the new technology for it to
flower into something that is useful for something other than destroying peoples lives.
The way its being carried out in Gang Stalking harms a person and can kill and cause cancers and
many other conditions. I have scientific papers that support this and Dr John Hall is advising us as to
the way forward.
So it is an assault on the person, attempted murder are the charges that the Targeted Individuals
Association are bringing against all suspects of RFID Implants and V2k Gang Stalking which in most
cases is being done locally by people that are conned into it and are told its not illegal. We know the
Masons started Gang Stalking, starting out originally as Ring Fencing, where they used local criminals
and Drug Dealers to Target people that they fell out with or had a
disagreement with or they wanted to steal their business from.
This is now out of control big business with Drug Mafias involved like in my
case, run by the Masons who stole my business and did exactly the same
to me what they did to Julian Assange, made up a false case to ruin my
life because they stole my business worth 4 billion pounds.
The first person who told me about Gang Stalking was a senior Mason, he
objected to being involved in the Gang Stalking of others and became a
Targeted Individual because of it. I first knew him as Stan Cumons which
turned out to be an anagram of Mason Cunts!
He told me how they had bugged his phone stole all his business, talked
to all his neighbours with false stories, see Mason Gang Stalking on the TIA website for in-depth
details of the process.
http://www.targeted-individuals.co.uk/gang_stalking.html
http://www.targeted-individuals.co.uk/targeted_individuals_information.html
Its an abuse of microwave emission law and radiation emission laws already in the EU. We are in
contact with all the people who invented the devices and people who have used them in the field
from the security agencies and these people will be giving evidence at our first class action to get to
the bottom of it.
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They target anyone who is smart, im talking about free thinking intelligence, like a musician, artist,
scientist, inventors and just about anyone that speaks out about them.
The Masons through years of ring-fencing and Gang Stalking people using low level criminals,
eventually this got picked up higher up the food chain, and now its big business for the Mafias of this
world. Recently, as in my case, the British Drug Mafia who in Spain are run from Masons lodges down
to street guys. The Masons run the drugs trade world wide using the security services that are all
Masons and no longer represent the people. They are a Mason private army representing the
establishment not the people, never work with them or even listen to them, they can not be trusted,
they are the true enemy of mankind and the Masons are the only true crime family on Earth.
If your a Targeted Individual join the Association and talk with us, you may be able to join our legal
action against every government and security service in the world, the Masons, and others who have
been identified such as NATO, Europol, MI5, MI6, NSA, CIA Etc. All these organisations and
governments need reining in!
They are out of control unregulated lunatics on a false crusade to target anyone who opposes them
or their establishment backers. We can now build the devices and demonstrate them in court so its all
over! Its just a question of when they are arrested!
Dont assume that politicians and others know, the security services hide the truth, they will have so
many legal cases to face soon they will have to sell the countries they live in to pay the bill.
Join the Targeted Individuals Association and help us change the world. One World One Community!
www.targeted-individuals.co.uk
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Mr Gary Owens wrote the collated article and broke down the technology, we used every available
source over the internet to collate and compile every piece of information out there that was needed
to break down the technology, we have listed the sources of information at the bottom, if anyone’s
been left out let us know and we will amend.
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